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OFFICE OF THE ACADEMIC REGISTRAR

SAIU is a private university licensed by the National Council for Higher education to operate in Uganda since 2009

King Ceasor Development Kingdom Scholarship Grant.
The King Ceasor Development Kingdom offers scholarships to orphans and economically disadvantaged children from 20 districts in Uganda including: Kanungu, Kabale, Kisoro, Rukungiri, Isingiro, Rakai, Bushenyi, Buliisa, Kiruhura, Mitooma, Mbarara, Sheema, Kibale among others. This prestigious scholarship is awarded to orphans and economically disadvantaged children that demonstrate outstanding qualities in Innovation, Business and are academically strong.

Vision
To be recognized as a moral rearmament, wealth multiplication and innovation driven University.

Mission
To pursue research, teaching, and learning of international distinctions, academically current, innovation and responsive to local and global Community needs.

SCHOOL OF LAW & BUSINESS
Masters / Degree / Diploma
Bachelor of Laws (LLB) 4 Years
Bachelor of Business Administration 3 Years
Diploma in Law 2 Years

SHORT COURSES
Legal Research and Technology 4 weeks
Counter Terrorism and Cyber-Crime Defense 4 Weeks
International Business and Negotiations 6 Weeks
Environmental Law Application 4 Weeks
Tax Systems and Law in East Africa 4 Weeks
Intellectual Property Law 6 Weeks
Public Procurement Law and Policy 6 Weeks
Anti- money Laundering 4 Weeks
Taxation of Activities in oil and Gas Operations 6 Weeks
Natural Resources Law and the future for African 6 Weeks
Growth and development. 4 Weeks
Telecommunication Law 6 Weeks
Competition, Mergers, and Acquisitions 6 Weeks
Tax Law in the EAC Common Market 6 Weeks

COLLEGE OF HEALTH, MEDICINE & LIFE SCIENCES
Masters / Degree / Diploma
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery 5 Years
Bachelor of Dental Surgery 5 Years
Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine & Surgery 5 Years
Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery 5 Years
Diploma of Medicine 3 Years
Master of Surgery 3 Years
B.Pharm (Bachelor of Pharmacy) 4 Years
B.Sc Nursing 4 Years
B.P.T (Physiotherapy) 3 Years
B.O.T (Bachelor of Occupational Therapy) 3 Years
Bachelor of Optometry 3 Years

SHORT COURSES
Epidemiology 4 weeks
The Sociology and Public Engagement 4 Weeks
Prevention approaches of NCDs 6 Weeks
Health Education and Health Promotion 4 Weeks
Public Health Policy and Health Administration 4 Weeks
Practice in Controntives and Reproductive Health 6 Weeks
Community and Public Health 6 Weeks
Medical Ethics 4 Weeks
Health care and associated Infect Prevention Control programs 6 Weeks
Molecular Epidemiology 6 Weeks
Ultrasound and MRI Imaging 4 Weeks

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Candidates MUST have:
• Attained the Uganda Certificate of Education (UCE) or its equivalent and obtained passes in at least 5 subjects offered at the same sitting.
• Attained the Uganda Advanced Certificate of Education (UACE) or its equivalent and obtained 2 (two) principal passes in essential subjects and at least one subsidiary pass in a relevant subject.
• Attained a Degree or Diploma in a relevant field from a recognized institution of higher learning.

SAIU WEALTH MULTIPLICATION KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

SAIU WEALTH MULTIPLICATION CURRICULUM
SAIU comprehends classic courses on contemporary programs at PhD, Masters, Bachelors, diplomas and short course levels to provide a unique intellectual grounding for critical thinking and practical skills targeted to cultivate and provide wealth multipliers. SAIU will offer green programs (practical) as opposed to red programs (Theoretical)

SAIU WEALTH MULTIPLICATION KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

The SAIU Library is well stocked with the latest editions that enhance student learning. SAIU has access to various international journals that complement student learning and research. It is supported by professional agents from UK England.

SAIU COMPUTER LABS AND LECTURE THEATERS
SAIU boosts of a full-fledged computer lab equipped with top brand imac computers to facilitate student learning. SAIU provides state of the art lecture rooms fully equipped with automated integrated IO boards.

SAIU WEALTH MULTIPLICATION RESEARCH
SAIU is a research driven University and is developing a number of research centers to contribute to global research issues affecting the biomedical, Engineering, Agriculture, Law, Business and socio-economic development of communities. It is through research that we seek to provide a fountain of knowledge for innovations and discoveries to change the livelihoods of communities in the region.